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Abstract
Motivated by the problem of WDM routing in all-optical networks, we study the following
NP-hard problem. We are given a directed binary tree T and a set R of directed paths on T .
We wish to assign colors to paths of R, in such way that no two paths that share a directed
arc of T are assigned the same color, and the total number of colors used is minimized. Our
results are expressed in terms of the depth of the tree and of the maximum load l of R, i.e.
the maximum number of paths that go through a directed arc of T . So far, only deterministic
greedy algorithms have been presented for the problem. The best known algorithm colors any
set R of maximum load l using at most 5l=3 colors. Alternatively, we say that this algorithm
has performance ratio 53 . It is also known that no deterministic greedy algorithm can achieve
a performance ratio better than 53 . In this paper we de7ne the class of greedy algorithms that
use randomization. We study their limitations and prove that, with high probability, randomized
greedy algorithms cannot achieve a performance ratio better than 32 when applied for binary
trees of depth 8(l), and 1:293−o(1) when applied for binary trees of constant depth. Exploiting
inherent properties of randomized greedy algorithms, we obtain the 7rst randomized algorithm
for the problem that uses at most 7l=5 + o(l) colors for coloring any set of paths of maximum
load l on binary trees of depth O(l1=3−), with high probability. We also present an existential
upper bound of 7l=5 + o(l) that holds on any binary tree. For the analysis of our bounds we
develop tail inequalities for random variables following hypergeometrical probability distributions
that might be of their own interest. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let T (V; E) be a directed tree, i.e. a tree with each arc consisting of two opposite
directed arcs. Let R be a set of directed paths on T . The path coloring problem is to
assign colors to paths in R so that no two paths that share a directed arc of T are
assigned the same color and the total number of colors used is minimized. The problem
has applications to wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) routing in tree-shaped all-
optical networks. In such networks, communication requests are considered as ordered
transmitter–receiver pairs of network nodes. WDM technology establishes communi-
cation by 7nding transmitter–receiver paths and assigning a wavelength to each path,
so that no two paths going through the same 7ber are assigned the same wavelength.
Since state-of-the-art technology [18] allows for a limited number of wavelengths, the
important engineering question to be solved is to establish communication so that the
total number of wavelengths used is minimized.
The path coloring problem in trees has been proved to be NP-hard in [4], thus
the work on the topic mainly focuses on the design and analysis of approximation
algorithms. Known results are expressed in terms of the load l of R, i.e. the maximum
number of paths that share a directed arc of T . An algorithm that assigns at most 2l
colors to any set of paths of load l can be derived by the work of Raghavan and Upfal
[17] on the undirected version of the problem. Alternatively, we say that this algorithm
has performance ratio 2. Mihail et al. [14] give an 15=8 upper bound. Kaklamanis and
Persiano [9] and independently Kumar and Schwabe [13] improve the upper bound to
7=4. The best known upper bound is 5=3 [10].
All the above algorithms are deterministic and greedy in the following sense: they
visit the tree in a top-to-bottom manner and at each node v color all paths that touch
node v and are still uncolored; moreover, once a path has been colored, it is never
recolored again. In the context of WDM routing, greedy algorithms are important as
they are simple and, more importantly, they are amenable of being implemented easily
and fast in a distributed environment. Kaklamanis et al. [10] prove that no greedy
deterministic algorithm can achieve better performance ratio than 5=3.
The path coloring problem on binary trees is also NP-hard [5]. In this case, we express
the results in terms of the depth of the tree, as well. All the known upper and lower
bounds hold in this case. Simple deterministic greedy algorithms that achieve the 5=3
upper bound in binary trees are presented in [2, 8]. The best known lower bound on the
performance ratio of any algorithm is 5=4 [13], i.e. there exists a binary tree T of depth
3 and a set of paths R of load l on T that cannot be colored with less than 5l=4 colors.
Randomization has been used as a tool for the design of path coloring algorithms on
rings and meshes. Kumar [12] presents an algorithm that takes advantage of random-
ization to round the solution of an integer linear programming relaxation of the circular
arc coloring problem. As a result, he improves the upper bound on the approximation
ratio for the path coloring problem in rings to 1:37 + o(1). Rabani [16] also follows
a randomized rounding approach and presents an existential constant upper bound on
the approximation ratio for the path coloring problem on meshes.
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In this paper we de7ne the class of greedy algorithms that use randomization. We
study their limitations proving lower bounds on their performance when they are applied
for either large or small trees. In particular, we prove that, with high probability,
randomized greedy algorithms cannot achieve a performance ratio better than 3=2 when
applied for binary trees of depth 8(l), while their performance is at least 1:293− o(1)
when applied for trees of constant depth.
We also exploit inherent advantages of randomized greedy algorithms and, using
limited recoloring, we obtain the 7rst randomized algorithm that colors sets of paths of
load l on binary trees of depth O(l1=3−) using at most 7l=5+o(l) colors. For the anal-
ysis, we develop tail inequalities for random variables that follow the hypergeometrical
distribution. Our upper bound holds with high probability under the assumption that
the load l is large. Our analysis also yields an existential upper bound of 7l=5 + o(l)
on the number of colors suJcient for coloring any set of paths of load l that holds on
any binary tree.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give some prelim-
inary de7nitions and results from probability theory. In particular, in Section 2.1, we
prove technical lemmas for random variables following the hypergeometrical probabil-
ity distribution that might be of their own interest. We give the notion of randomized
greedy algorithms in Section 3 and study their limitations in Section 4 proving our
lower bounds. In Section 5, we present our constructive and existential upper bounds.
We conclude with open problems in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
Consider the random variable X that is the sum of n independent Bernoulli random
variables X1; : : : ; Xn. It is well known that the expectation of X is
E[X ] =
n∑
k=1
pk;
where Pr[Xk = 1] = pk , for 16k6n. The following two lemmas state the well known
ChernoL–HoeLding bounds [3, 7] (see also [15]).
Lemma 1. Let X be the sum of n independent Bernoulli random variables. Then; for
all 0¡61;
Pr[X ¡ (1− )E[X ]] ¡ exp(−E[X ]2=2):
Lemma 2. Let X1; X2; : : : ; Xn be independent Bernoulli random variables such that
Pr[Xk =1]6pk for 16k6n. Then; for the random variable X =
∑n
k=1 Xk; it holds
Pr[X ¿ ]6 exp((1− 1=− ln ));
where ¿1 and =
∑n
k=1 pk .
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2.1. Tail bounds for hypergeometrical distributions
In the following, we give tail bounds for hypergeometrical (and hypergeometrical-
like) probability distributions. These bounds will be very useful for proving both the
upper and the lower bound for the path coloring problem. Our approach is similar
to the one used in [11] (see also [15]) to calculate the tail bounds of a well known
occupancy problem. In the following, we assume familiarity of the reader with concepts
of probability theory (see [6, 15]).
The analysis of the tail bounds of hypergeometrical distribution uses properties of
special sequences of random variables called martingales.
Denition 3. A sequence of random variables X0; X1; : : : is said to be a martingale
sequence, if for all i¿0,
E[Xi|X0; : : : ; Xi−1] = Xi−1:
The following theorem gives a way to construct a martingale sequence from any
random variable. Martingales obtained in this manner are called Doob martingales.
Theorem 4 (Doob martingale; Motwani and Raghavan [15]). Let (;F;Pr) be a
probability space; and let F0; F1; : : : ;Fn be a <lter with respect to it. Let X be
any random variable over this probability space and de<ne Xi =E[X |Fi]. Then; the
sequence X0; : : : ; Xn is a martingale.
The next theorem states Azuma’s inequality [1]; a powerful tool for the analysis of
martingales.
Theorem 5 (Azuma’s inequality [1]). Let X0; X1; : : : be a martingale sequence such
that for each k;
|Xk − Xk−1|6 ck ;
where ck may depend on k. Then; for all t¿0 and any ¿0;
Pr[|Xt − X0|¿ ]6 2 exp
(
− 
2
2
∑t
k=1 c
2
k
)
:
Consider the following process. We have a collection C of n balls, of which n
are red and (1− )n are black (0661). We select without replacement uniformly at
random n balls (0661). Let 1 be the random variable representing the number of
red balls that are selected; it is known that 1 follows the hypergeometrical probability
distribution with parameters (; ; n) and its expectation is E[1]= n (see [6]). Next
lemma gives bounds for the tails of the distribution of 1.
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Lemma 6. Let 1 be a random variable distributed according to the hypergeometrical
distribution with parameters (; ; n). Then; for any ¿0;
Pr[|1 − E[1]|¿
√
2n]6 2e−:
Proof. The uniform selection of balls can be achieved by the following procedure. First
select uniformly at random a ball from C. At each following step, choose uniformly
at random a ball from the balls that have not been chosen, until n steps have been
performed.
Let time t refer to the point at which the 7rst t balls have been chosen. Let Z =1
be the random variable denoting the number of red balls at time n and let Zt be
the random variable of the expectation of Z given the random variable Yt of the
number of red balls chosen up to step t. Notice that, denoted by Ft the -7eld cor-
responding to the placement of the 7rst t balls, we have that Zt =E[Z |Ft]. Moreover,
F0; : : : ;Fn constitute a 7lter and thus, by Theorem 4, Z0; : : : ; Zn is a Doob martingale
with Z0 =E[Z] =E[1] and Zn=Z =1.
We next prove that t = |Zt − Zt−1|61.
Denote by z(Y; t) the expectation of Z given that Y red balls have been chosen
at time t (i.e., z(Y; t)=E[Z |Yt =Y ]). Let us now derive an expression for z(Y; t).
The number of red balls chosen at steps t + 1; : : : ; n follows the hypergeometrical
distribution with parameters ((n−Y )=(n− t); (n− t)=(n− t); n− t) and its expectation
is (n− Y )(n− t)=(n− t). By linearity of expectation,
z(Y; t) = Y + (n− Y )n− t
n− t = Y
(
1− n− t
n− t
)
+ n
n− t
n− t
= Y
n− n
n− t + n
n− t
n− t :
Note that z(0; 0)=E[1]= n.
Then, we have
Zt−1 =E[Z |Yt−1] = z(Yt−1; t − 1)
= Yt−1
n− n
n− t + 1 + n
n− t + 1
n− t + 1 :
Let us now give an expression for Zt in terms Yt−1. There are two possibilities at
step t.
(i) A red ball is chosen. Then Yt =Yt−1 + 1 and
Zt = Yt
n− n
n− t + n
n− t
n− t = Yt−1
n− n
n− t +
n− n
n− t + n
n− t
n− t :
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Thus,
t = Zt − Zt−1
= Yt−1
n− n
n− t +
n− n
n− t + n
n− t
n− t − Yt−1
n− n
n− t + 1 − n
n− t + 1
n− t + 1
=
n− n
n− t + Yt−1
(
n− n
n− t −
n− n
n− t + 1
)
+ n
(
n− t
n− t −
n− t + 1
n− t + 1
)
=
n− n
n− t + (Yt−1 − n)
n− n
(n− t)(n− t + 1) =
n− n
n− t
(
1 +
Yt−1 − n
n− t + 1
)
:
Whence we obtain
t6
n− n
n− t (since Yt−1 6 n)6 1 (since t 6 n):
Also, notice that t− 1−Yt−1 is the number of black balls chosen up to step t− 1
and thus
t − 1− Yt−1 6 n− n
and thus
Yt−1 − n¿ t − 1− n;
which yields t¿0. Thus, |t |61.
(ii) A black ball is chosen. Then Yt =Yt−1 and
Zt = Yt
n− n
n− t + n
n− t
n− t = Yt−1
n− n
n− t + n
n− t
n− t :
Thus,
t = Zt − Zt−1
= Yt−1
n− n
n− t + n
n− t
n− t − Yt−1
n− n
n− t + 1 − n
n− t + 1
n− t + 1
= Yt−1
(
n− n
n− t −
n− n
n− t + 1
)
+ n
(
n− t
n− t −
n− t + 1
n− t + 1
)
=
n− n
n− t
Yt−1 − n
n− t + 1 :
Now, since Yt−16n, we obtain that 60. Also, notice that t − 1− Yt−1 is the
number of black balls chosen at step t − 1. Clearly, if t − 1− Yt−16n− n then
Yt−1 − n¿t − 1− n which (since t6n) yields
t ¿ −n− nn− t ¿ −1:
Thus |t |61.
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Thus applying Azuma’s inequality, for ct =1 and =
√
2n, we obtain
Pr[|1 − E[1]|¿
√
2n]6 2e−:
Now consider the following process. We have a collection of n balls, of which
n are red and (1 − )n are black (0661). We execute the following two-step
experiment. First, we select without replacement uniformly at random 1n out of the
n balls, and then, starting again with the same n balls, we select without replacement
uniformly at random 2n out of the n balls (061; 261). We study the distribution
of the random variable 2 representing the number of red balls that are selected in
both selections. We say that 2 follows the doubly hypergeometrical distribution with
parameters (; 1; 2; n).
Lemma 7. The expectation of 2 is
E[2] = 12n
and
Pr[|2 − E[2]|¿ 2
√
2 min{1; 2}n]6 4e−
for any ¿0.
Proof. Our argument consists of two parts: we 7rst prove the upper bound on the tail
of the probability distribution of 2, and then, we compute its expectation.
Without loss of generality, we assume that 1¿2. Let 1 be the random variable
indicating the number of red balls that were selected in the 7rst step of the experiment.
By Lemma 6, it is
|1 − 1n|6
√
21n (1)
with probability at least 1 − 2e−. In order to calculate the tail bounds for 2, we
consider the second step of the experiment as a selection of 2n balls from a collection
of n balls that contain 1 red balls. By Lemma 6, it is
|2 − 21|6
√
22n (2)
with probability at least 1− 2e−.
The probability that at least one of (1) and (2) does not hold is at most 4e−. Thus,
we obtain that with probability at least 1− 4e−, it is
|2 − 12n|6 2
√
21n+
√
22n:
Note that for 0626161, it is 2
√
1 +
√
262
√
2. Thus,
Pr[|2 − 12n|¿ 2
√
22n]6 4e−:
Now we prove that the expectation of 2 is E[2]= 12n. The probability that a
given red ball is selected during the 7rst step of the experiment is 1 and, similarly, the
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probability that it is selected during the second step is 2. Therefore, the probability
that any given ball is selected during the 7rst and the second step of the experiment is
1 · 2. Since we have n red balls, the expected number of red balls that are selected
in both steps of the experiment is 12n.
3. Randomized greedy algorithms
In this section we de7ne the class of randomized greedy algorithms.
Greedy algorithms have a top-down structure as the algorithms presented in [14, 9, 13,
10, 2, 8]. Starting from a node, the algorithm computes a breadth-7rst numbering of the
nodes of the tree. The algorithm proceeds in phases, one per each node v of the tree.
The nodes are considered following their breadth 7rst numbering. The phase associated
with node v, assumes that we already have a partial proper coloring where all paths
that touch (i.e., start, end, or go through) nodes with numbers strictly smaller than v’s
have been colored and no other path has been colored. During this phase, the partial
coloring is extended to one that assigns proper colors to all paths that touch v but
have not been colored yet. During each phase, the algorithm does not recolor paths
that have been colored in previous phases.
So far, only deterministic greedy algorithms have been studied. A randomized greedy
algorithm A uses a palette of colors and proceeds in phases. At each phase associated
with a node v, A picks a random proper coloring of the uncolored paths using colors
of the palette according to some probability distribution.
4. Lower bounds
In this section we prove lower bounds on the number of colors for the class of
randomized greedy algorithms. We prove lower bounds for large trees (i.e., trees with
depth 8(l)) and for trees of constant depth. Our lower bounds are stated for randomized
greedy algorithm but the proofs can be easily extended for algorithms that allow limited
coloring (like the one we present in Section 5).
Our proofs are based on an adversary argument. We exhibit an adversary algorithm
ADV that constructs a set of paths and then we prove that there exists a lower bound
on the number of colors used by any randomized greedy algorithm with very high
probability.
The adversary ADV constructs the set of paths R in an incremental way visiting
the vertices of the tree according to a BFS visit. At each vertex v, ADV deals with
the set of paths traversing either one of the two parallel directed links between v and
its parent p(v). For each downward path p (that is, for each path including the directed
link (p(v); v)); ADV has three options:
(i) do nothing; i.e., make p stop at v;
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(ii) propagate p to the right child r(v) by appending arc (v; r(v)) to p;
(iii) propagate p to the left child l(v) by appending arc (v; l(v)) to p.
Similarly, for each upward path p (that is, for each path including the directed link
(v; p(v))), ADV has three options:
(i) do nothing; i.e. make p start from v;
(ii) make p originate from the right child r(v) by pre-pending arc (r(v); v) to p;
(iii) make p originate from the left child l(v) by pre-pending arc (l(v); v) to p.
Moreover, the adversary algorithm ADV can add paths between the two children of
v. Initially, these paths will consists of only two arcs (from a child to v and from v to
the other child) and can be augmented when the adversary reaches the children of v.
4.1. A lower bound for large trees
The deterministic greedy algorithm presented in [10] guarantees that any set of paths
of load l can be colored with 5l=3 colors. In this section we prove that no randomized
greedy algorithm can achieve a performance ratio better than 3=2 if the depth of the
tree is large. The proof of the following theorem can be modi7ed to prove that if the
depth of the tree is 8(l0:639), then any greedy algorithm requires at least 7l=5 colors,
with high probability.
Theorem 8. Let A be a (possibly randomized) greedy path coloring algorithm on
binary trees. There exists a randomized algorithm ADV which; on input ¿0 and
integer l¿0; outputs a binary tree T of depth l+  ln l+ 2 and a set R of paths of
maximum load l on T; such that the probability that A colors R with at least 3l=2
colors is at least 1− exp(−l).
Proof. For each ¿0 and for each integer l¿0 let T be the binary tree T of depth
l +  ln l + 2 consisting of a root r(T ) with only one child which is the root of a
complete binary sub-tree of depth l+  ln l+ 1. ADV constructs a set R of paths on
T as follows. Initially, it adds l paths per each directed arc between r(T ) and its child.
For a node v, denote by R1(v) the set of paths on the directed link (p(v); v) and by
R2(v) the set of paths on the directed link (v; p(v)).
For each node v, ADV performs the following operations:
(i) ADV randomly selects l=2 paths from R1(v), makes them stop at v and lets the
rest of the paths of R1(v) propagate to the left child l(v) of v.
(ii) ADV randomly selects l=2 paths from R2(v), makes them start from v and lets
the rest of the paths of R2(v) originate from the right child r(v) of v.
(iii) ADV adds 3l=2 crossing paths: l=2 paths that from r(v) and to l(v) and l paths
from l(v) to r(v).
Now consider a greedy algorithm A that is executed on T . At the step associated
with node v, the algorithm has to color the crossing paths of v under the constraints
imposed by the colors assigned to paths that traverse the opposite directed arcs between
p(v) and v and do not terminate at (or originate from) v. If the l=2 paths that come
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from p(v) and go to l(v) are colored with colors diLerent from those used on the l=2
paths that originate from r(v) and go up to p(v), l=2 additional colors are needed for
coloring the l=2 paths that come from r(v) and go to l(v), thus forcing A to use at
least 3l=2 colors.
We claim that for each node the probability of this event is at least 2−l. Start by
observing that A has to perform the coloring of the crossing paths without knowing
which of them will be stopped at the next vertex and which will continue. Similarly,
ADV has constructed the instance R by picking the paths to be terminated (or started)
at random without knowingA’s coloring. So the probability that the adversary succeeds
in picking the paths to be terminated and the paths to be originated at a vertex so to
force use of at least 3l=2 colors is at least the probability of success of the following
experiment.
We are given two sets of l balls (the upward paths and the downward paths). Balls
are colored in such a way that no two balls in the same set are assigned the same
color. Then, l=2 balls from each set are randomly selected. The experiment succeeds
if all the balls selected have diLerent colors. By simple computations, it is easy to see
that the probability of success of the above experiment is at least(
l
l=2
)−1
¿
(
l∑
i=0
(
n
k
))−1
= 2−l:
Thus, since the randomized greedy algorithm A has 2l+ ln l+1−1 steps (i.e. the number
of non-leaf nodes of T ), the probability that less than 3l=2 colors are used at each step
of A is at most
(1− 2−l)2l+ ln l 6 exp(−l);
using the inequality (1− 1=n)n6e−1.
4.2. A lower bound for small trees
In this section we prove a lower bound that holds even on small trees.
Theorem 9. Let A be a (possibly randomized) greedy path coloring algorithm on
binary trees. There exists a randomized algorithm ADV which; on input !¿0 and
integer l¿0; outputs a binary tree T of constant depth and a set R of paths of
maximum load l on T; such that the probability that A colors R with at least
(1:293− !− o(1))l colors is at least 1− O(l−2).
Proof. We describe the adversary ADV, which, on input !¿0 and integer l¿0,
outputs a binary tree T of depth h and a set R of paths of maximum load l on T . The
tree T consists of a root r(T ) with only one child which is the root of a complete
binary sub-tree of constant depth h (h is to be determined later).
ADV constructs a set R of paths on T as follows. Initially, it adds l paths per
each directed arc between r(T ) and its child. For a node v, denote by R1(v) the set of
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Fig. 1. The lower bound.
paths on the directed link (p(v); v) and by R2(v) the set of paths on the directed link
(v; p(v)).
Then, for each node v at depth n of T; ADV performs the following operations:
(i) Randomly selects nl paths from R1(v) and makes them stop at v.
(ii) Lets the rest of the paths of R1(v) propagate to the left child l(v) of v.
(iii) Randomly selects nl paths from R2(v) and makes them start from v.
(iv) Lets the rest of the paths of R2(v) originate from the right child r(v) of v.
(v) Adds two sets of crossing paths: the set R3(v) of l paths from l(v) to r(v) and
the set R4(v) of nl paths from r(v) and to l(v).
The function n takes rational values in the range [0; 1] and will be 7xed later in the
proof.
The construction is depicted in Fig. 1.
Consider a greedy path coloring algorithm A on R and let v be a node of T of
depth 16n6h− 1. When A reaches v, it has already colored the paths that touch the
parent node p(v) of v. We denote by Bn the random variable of the number of colors
used to color the 2l paths between p(v) and v. The algorithm then extends the coloring
to all the paths touching v. We denote by Cn the random variable of the number of
colors used to complete the coloring.
We next give lower bounds, that hold with high probability, on Cn and Bn+1 ex-
pressed in terms of Bn. We then show that, by appropriately choosing the depth h of
the tree and the function n, with very high probability Cn¿(1:293 − ! − o(1))l, for
some n. In other words, the algorithm is forced to use at least (1:293 − ! − o(1))l
colors.
Let Sn be the random variable of the number of single colors (i.e., colors appearing
on only one of the two directed arcs between v and p(v)) and Dn be the random
variable of the number of double colors (i.e., colors appearing on both directed arcs
between v and p(v)). Since the number of paths that traverse the opposite directed
arcs between p(v) and v is 2l and the number of colors seen by the opposite directed
arcs between p(v) and v is Bn, we obtain that
Sn = 2Bn − 2l; Dn = 2l− Bn:
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We denote
– by Wn the random variable of the number of single colors assigned to paths that
stop at v,
– by Xn the random variable of the number of single colors assigned to paths that
originate from v,
– by Yn the random variable of the number of double colors assigned to paths that
stop at v, and
– by Zn the random variable of the number of double colors assigned to paths that
do not stop at v.
Notice that the greedy coloring performed by A in previous steps does not depend
on the way the adversary ADV constructs the set of paths that touch node v. Since
the adversary randomly selects which paths to stop at v, Wn is a random variable that
follows the hypergeometrical distribution with parameters (Sn=l; n; l): paths colored
with single colors correspond to red balls in the 7rst experiment of Section 2.1. Simi-
larly, Xn is also a random variable that follows the hypergeometrical distribution with
parameters (Sn=l; n; l).
By applying Lemma 6 for Wn and Xn, we have that
Wn 6 n
Sn
2
+ 2
√
nl ln l (3)
with probability 1− 2=l2, and
Xn 6 n
Sn
2
+ 2
√
nl ln l (4)
with probability 1− 2=l2.
Using a similar reasoning as above, we observe that Yn is a random variable cho-
sen according to the doubly hypergeometrical probability distribution with parameters
(Dn=l; n; n; l) while Zn is a random variable chosen according to the doubly hyperge-
ometrical probability distribution with parameters (Dn=l; 1− n; 1− n; l): paths colored
with double colors correspond to red balls in the second experiment of Section 2.1.
By applying Lemma 7 for Yn and Zn, we have that
Yn 6 2nDn + 4
√
nl ln l (5)
with probability 1− 4=l2, and
Zn ¿ (1− n)2Dn − 4
√
(1− n)l ln l (6)
with probability 1− 4=l2.
Consider the coloring of paths of R4. Observe that single colors assigned to paths
that stop at or start from v, and double colors assigned to paths that stop at v can be
used to color paths of R4. Thus, at least |R4| −Wn − Xn − Yn new colors are required
to color paths in R4. The probability that at least one of (3)–(5) does not hold is at
most 2=l2 + 2=l2 + 4=l2 = 8=l2. Thus, using (3)–(5), we obtain that the number Cn of
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total colors used by A at the step associated with a node v at depth n is
Cn¿ Bn + |R4| −Wn − Xn − Yn
¿ Bn + nl− n Sn2 − 2
√
nl ln l
−n Sn2 − 2
√
nl ln l− 2nDn − 4
√
nl ln l
= Bn + nl− n 2Bn − 2l2 − n
2Bn − 2l
2
− 2n(2l− Bn)− 8
√
nl ln l
= (1− n)2Bn + 3nl− 22nl− 8
√
nl ln l (7)
with probability at least 1− 8=l2.
Consider now the coloring of paths of R3 and let us see how this aLects the number
of colors seen on the pairs of directed arcs between v and one of its two children.
We observe that the colors used for the paths of R4 and the double colors used on
paths that do not stop at v can be used for R3 without increasing the number of colors
seen on the paths between v and any of the two children. Therefore, at most |R4|+ Zn
paths of R3 can be colored without increasing the number of colors seen between v
and a child. Moreover, observe that there are colors that appear only on one of the two
links between v and a child that could be used to color the remaining paths which are
at least |R3| − |R4| − Zn. Therefore, for any coloring of the paths of R3, there exists
a child of v, say l(v), such that the directed arc between v and l(v) is colored with
at least (|R3| − |R4| − Zn)=2 colors that did not previously appear on the directed arc.
Thus, the number Bn+1 of colors seen by the two opposite directed arcs between v
and l(v) or between v and r(v) is at least l+(|R3|− |R4|−Zn)=2. Using (6), we obtain
that
Bn+1¿ l+
|R3| − |R4| − Zn
2
¿ l+
l− nl− (1− n)2Dn − 4
√
(1− n)l ln l
2
= l+
l− nl− (1− n)2(2l− Bn)− 4
√
(1− n)l ln l
2
=
(1− n)2
2
Bn +
1 + 3n − 22n
2
l− 2
√
(1− n)l ln l (8)
with probability at least 1− 4=l2.
Now, our argument continues as follows. First, we assume that inequality (8) holds
at all the steps of algorithm A and pick the value of h and the function n so that
Bn is forced to be large. Then, we assume that inequality (7) holds at some step of
A associated with a node at depth h− 1 and show that the total number of colors is
also forced to be large. Finally, we conclude by showing that the probability that one
of inequality (7) or (8) is violated is very small.
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Let xn be a function de7ned as x1 = 1 and xn+1 = (1− n)2xn=2+ (1+ 3n− 22n)=2,
for n¿1. Setting n=(3− 2xn)=(4− 2xn) we obtain that, for n¿1,
xn+1 =
17− 8xn
16− 8xn :
This implies
lim
n→∞ xn =
6−√2
4
and that n is decreasing and in the range [
√
2− 1; 1=2].
We will prove that the number Bn of colors seen by the opposite directed arcs
between a node v at depth n and its parent is very close to xnl.
Claim 10. With high probability; it holds that
Bn ¿ xnl− 1:848
√
l ln l:
Proof. We will 7rst show that
Bn+1 ¿ xn+1l− 2
√
(1− n)l ln l− 2
n−1∑
i=1
(
n∏
j=i+1
(1− j)2
2
)√
(1− i)l ln l
for any n¿1.
We use induction on n. It is obviously true for B2. Assuming that it holds for Bn, we
will prove that it also holds for Bn+1. Indeed, using (8) and the de7nition of function
xn, we obtain that
Bn+1¿
(1− n)2
2
Bn +
1 + 3n − 22n
2
l− 2
√
(1− n)l ln l
¿
(1− n)2
2
(
xnl− 2
√
(1− n−1)l ln l
−2
n−2∑
i=1
(
n−1∏
j=i+1
(1− j)2
2
)√
(1− i)l ln l
)
+
1 + 3n − 22n
2
l− 2
√
(1− n)l ln l
= xn+1l− 2
√
(1− n)l ln l− 2
n−1∑
i=1
(
n∏
j=i+1
(1− j)2
2
)√
(1− i)l ln l:
Using (8) and the fact that n is decreasing and within the range [
√
2 − 1; 1=2], we
obtain that
Bn+1¿ xnl− 2
√
(1− n)l ln l− 2
n−1∑
i=1
(
n∏
j=i+1
(1− j)2
2
)√
(1− i)l ln l
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¿ xnl− 2
n−1∑
i=0
(
(1− n)2
2
)i√
(1− n)l ln l
¿ xnl− 2
√
1− n
1− (1− n)2=2
√
l ln l¿ xnl− 1:848
√
l ln l:
Using (7) and Claim 10, we obtain that at the step associated with a node at depth n
the number of total colors is
Cn¿ (1− n)2Bn + 3nl− 22nl− 8
√
nl ln l
¿ (1− n)2(xnl− 1:848
√
l ln l) + 3nl− 22nl− 8
√
nl ln l
= 2
(
(1− n)2xn
2
+
1 + 3n − 22n
2
)
l− l− (1:848
√
1− n + 8√n)
√
l ln l
= (2xn+1 − 1)l− (1:848
√
1− n + 8√n)
√
l ln l:
Observe that
lim
n→∞ (2xn+1 − 1) = 2−
√
2
2
= 1:293
and, since n ∈ [
√
2− 1; 1=2],
1:848
√
1− n + 8√n 6 6:291:
Thus, for any !¿0, there exist a positive integer h(!) such that, for n¿h(!), it is
2xn+1 − 1¿1:293 − !. We consider a tree of depth h= h(!) + 1, so the total number
of colors that will be assigned by the path coloring algorithm A at a step associated
with a node at depth h− 1 is at least (1:293− !)l− 6:291√l ln l.
The probability that inequality (8) fails at some step of the algorithm or inequality
(7) fails at a step of the algorithm associated with a node of depth h− 1 is at most
8
l2
+
∑
v
4
l2
∈ O(l−2):
Note that the sum is taken over all steps of the algorithm and the number of nodes is
a constant. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.
5. Upper bounds
In this section we present the 7rst randomized algorithm for the path coloring prob-
lem on binary trees. Our algorithm has a greedy structure but allows for limited recol-
oring. We 7rst present three procedures (namely preprocessing procedure, recoloring
procedure, and coloring procedure) that are used as subroutines by the algorithm, in
Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, respectively. Then (in Section 5.4), we give the descrip-
tion of the algorithm and the analysis of its performance. In particular, we show how
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our algorithm can color any set of paths of load l on binary trees of depth O(l1=3−)
using at most 7l=5+o(l) colors. Our analysis yields an existential upper bound on the
number of colors suJcient for coloring any set of paths of load l on any binary tree,
which is presented in Section 5.5.
5.1. The preprocessing procedure
In this section we present a procedure that, given a set R∗ of directed paths on a
binary tree, transforms it into a normal set of directed paths R, i.e., a set of directed
paths that satis7es the following properties:
Property 1: All directed arcs have the same load.
Property 2: For every node v, paths that originate from or terminate at v traverse
two opposite directed arcs adjacent to v.
Observe that for any set of paths on a binary tree in which all arcs have the same
load, the following holds:
Property 3: For every node v, the number of paths originating from v is equal to
the number of nodes that terminate at v.
Transforming any set of paths R∗ into a normal set of paths can be done by the
Preprocessing Procedure which is described as follows:
Step 1: Single-hop paths are added to R∗ until all directed arcs have load equal to
the maximum load of R∗.
Step 2: For every node v, while there are nodes v1 and v2 adjacent to v (v1 = v2)
such that there exist a path p1 that traverses the directed arc (v1; v) and terminates at
v and a path p2 that originates from v and traverses the directed arc (v; v2), we delete
paths p1 and p2 from R∗ and add their concatenation to R∗.
The resulting set of paths is denoted by R. We will prove the next claim.
Claim 11. Consider a set R∗ of paths on a binary tree. The set R of directed paths
that is produced from R∗ after the application of the preprocessing procedure is
normal.
Proof. We will show that R satis7es Properties 1–3. Clearly, after Step 1 is completed,
all directed arcs have the same load (Property 1) and this property is preserved by
Step 2. Also, Property 3 comes as a corollary of Property 1.
We will now show that R satis7es Property 2. For Step 2 of the preprocessing
procedure to terminate, it must be the case that for each node v,
(i) either no path originates from v,
(ii) or no path terminates at v,
(iii) or Property 2 holds, i.e., all paths that originate from v and all paths that terminate
at v traverse two opposite directed arcs adjacent to v.
In (i) and (ii), since Property 3 is satis7ed, we have that no path originates from
or terminates at v and, thus, the set of paths R produced by the application of the
preprocessing procedure also satis7es Property 2.
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Fig. 2. The two cases that have to be considered for the analysis of path coloring algorithms in binary trees.
Numbers represent groups of paths (number 1 implies the set of paths M 1v , etc.).
It is easy to see how to obtain a legal coloring for the original set of paths R∗ if
we have a coloring of the normal set of paths R which is produced from R∗ after the
application of the preprocessing procedure.
In the rest of the paper we consider only normal sets of paths. Let R be a normal
set of paths on a binary tree T , and let v be a non-leaf node of T . Assuming that the
nodes of T are visited in a BFS manner, let p(v) be the parent node of v, and l(v),
r(v) its left and the right child nodes, respectively.
We partition the set of paths that go through v to the following disjoint subsets
which we call groups: the group M 1v of the paths that come from p(v) and go to l(v),
the group M 2v of the paths that come from l(v) and go to p(v), the group M
3
v of the
paths that come from p(v) and go to r(v), the group M 4v of the paths that come from
r(v) and go to p(v), the group M 5v of the paths that come from l(v) and go to r(v),
and the group M 6v of the paths that come from r(v) and go to l(v). Since the entire set
of paths is normal, by Claim 11 we have to consider two cases for paths that originate
from or terminate at v:
Scenario I: They touch node p(v). We denote by M 7v the group of paths that come
from p(v) and terminate at v and by M 8v the group of paths that originate from v and
are destined for p(v).
Scenario II: They touch a child node of v (without loss of generality r(v)). We
denote by M 7v the group of paths that originate from v and are destined for r(v) and
by M 8v the group of paths that come from r(v) and terminate at v.
Scenarios I and II are depicted in Fig. 2.
5.2. The recoloring procedure
Let T be a binary tree with 4 nodes consisting of a node v, its parent p(v), and its
left and right child node l(v), r(v). Simple algebra gives that if the 2l paths traversing
the two directed parallel links between v and p(v) are colored with tl colors, for some
16t62, then there must be D=(2− t)l double colors (i.e., colors used on both links)
and S =2(t − 1)l single colors.
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Denition 12. A probability distribution P over all proper colorings of the paths that
traverse directed links between a node v and its parent p(v) that uses tl colors is weakly
uniform if for any two paths r1; r2 that traverses arc (p(v); v) in opposite directions,
the probability that r1 and r2 are assigned the same color is D=l2.
We now give an example of a random coloring of the set Rv of paths that traverse
the arc (p(v); v) with tl colors according to a weakly uniform probability distribution.
We use a set *1 of l colors and assign them to paths in Rv that traverse the directed
arc (p(v); v). Then, we de7ne the set *2 of colors as follows: we randomly select D
colors of *1 and use l − D additional colors. For the paths in Rv that traverse the
directed arc (v; p(v)), we select uniformly at random a coloring out of all possible
coloring with colors of *2.
Let C be a coloring of paths in Rv that traverse the arc (p(v); v). We denote by Ai
the set of single colors assigned to paths in Miv , and by Aij the set of double colors
assigned to paths in groups Miv and M
j
v . Clearly, quantities |Ai| and |Aij| are random
variables following the hypergeometrical distribution with expectation
E[|Ai|] = |M
i
v|S
2l
and E[|Aij|] = |M
i
v||Mjv |D
l2
:
In the following, we use i and ij for indexing of sets of single and double colors,
respectively. In addition, we use the expressions “for any i” and “for any pair i; j”;
their actual meaning is “for any i such that paths in group Miv traverse the arc (p(v); v)
in some direction” and “for any pair i; j such that paths in groups Miv and M
j
v traverse
the arc (p(v); v) in opposite directions”, respectively.
Denition 13. A weakly uniform probability distribution P over all proper colorings
of paths in Rv that traverse the arc (p(v); v) with tl colors is strongly uniform if for
any pair i; j it holds that
|Aij| = D|M
i
v||Mjv |
l2
:
Since, for any i, it is |Miv|= |Ai| +
∑
j |Aij|, we obtain that a coloring chosen
according to the strongly uniform probability distribution also satis7es
|Ai| = |M
i
v|S
2l
:
We now give an example of a random coloring of paths in Rv that traverse the
arc (p(v); v) with tl colors according to the strongly uniform probability distribution.
We consider the case of Scenario II; it is clear how to extend the example in order to
obtain a random coloring according to the strongly uniform probability distribution in
the case of Scenario I. Let D=(2− t)l. We use l colors and assign them to paths in
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Rv that traverse the directed arc (p(v); v). Then, we color paths traversing the directed
arc (v; p(v)) as follows:
– We randomly select a set A12 of |M 1v ||M 2v |D=l2 colors of the colors assigned to
paths of M 1v and a set P12 of |M 1v ||M 2v |D=l2 paths of M 2v . We color paths in P12 by
selecting uniformly at random a coloring over all possible colorings of paths in P12
with the colors in A12.
– We randomly select a set A14 of |M 1v ||M 4v |D=l2 colors of the colors assigned to paths
of M 1v (but not colors of A12) and a set P14 of |M 1v ||M 4v |D=l2 paths of M 4v . We color
paths in P14 by selecting uniformly at random a coloring over all possible colorings
of paths in P14 with the colors in A14.
– We randomly select a set A23 of |M 2v ||M 3v |D=l2 colors of the colors assigned to paths
of M 3v and a set P23 of |M 2v ||M 3v |D=l2 paths of M 2v (but not paths in P12). We color
paths in P23 by selecting uniformly at random a coloring over all possible colorings
of paths in P23 with the colors in A23.
– We randomly select a set A34 of |M 3v | |M 4v |D=l2 colors of the colors assigned to
paths of M 3v (but not colors in A23) and a set P34 of |M 3v | |M 4v |D=l2 paths of M 4v
(but not paths in P14). We color paths in P34 by selecting uniformly at random a
coloring over all possible colorings of paths in P34 with the colors in A34.
– We use additional single colors for paths that are still uncolored.
We next present the recoloring procedure that takes a random coloring C of the paths
in Rv that uses tl colors chosen according to a weakly uniform probability distribution
and recolors the paths in a “small” set R′v⊆Rv so to obtain a new coloring C′ of paths
in Rv that still uses the same tl colors and is chosen according to a strongly uniform
probability distribution.
We now give the description of the recoloring procedure.
First, each color is marked with some probability p to be 7xed later. Let X be
the set of marked colors that consists of the following disjoint sets of colors: the sets
Xi =Ai ∩X , for any i, and the sets Xij =Aij ∩X , for any pair i; j.
Next, the procedure selects a random set Yi of yi colors from Xi, for each i, and a
random set Yij of yij colors from Xij, where
yi = |Ai| − |M
i
v|S(1− l−1=3)
2l
(9)
and
yij = |Aij| − |M
i
v| |Mjv |D(1− l−1=3)
l2
: (10)
As we shall show later, with very high probability, it holds that 06yi6|Xi| and
06yij6|Xij| and, thus, the procedure described is correct.
Let Y be the union of all sets Yi and Yij and R′v the set of paths of Rv that traverse
the arc (p(v); v) colored with colors in Y . Using (9) and (10), adding all yi’s and
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yij’s, we obtain that
|Y | =∑
i
yi +
∑
i;j
yij = tl2=3
while the load of R′v on each of the two opposite directed arcs between p(v) and v is∑
i1
yi1 +
∑
i;j
yij =
∑
i2
yi2 +
∑
i;j
yij = l2=3
(where i1 in the 7rst sum takes values such that paths in groups Mi1v traverse the directed
arc (p(v); v) while i2 in the second sum takes values such that paths in groups Mi2v
traverse the directed arc (v; p(v))).
The recoloring procedure ends by producing a random coloring C′′ of paths in R′v
with the tl2=3 colors of Y according to a strongly uniform probability distribution.
Observe that, since the load of R′v is l
2=3, the probability that two paths in R′v that
traverse the arc (p(v); v) in opposite directions are colored by C′′ using the same
color is (2− t)=l2=3 =D=l5=3.
Now, our argument is divided in two parts. First, in Lemma 14, we show that, if
yi and yij are of the correct size and C′′ is a random coloring of paths in R′v that
traverse the arc (p(v); v) with tl2=3 colors according to the strongly uniform probability
distribution, then the new coloring C′ of the paths in Rv that traverse the arc (p(v); v)
is a random coloring with tl colors according to the strongly uniform probability dis-
tribution. Then, in Lemma 15, we show that, for t=6=5 and suJciently large values
of l and the cardinality of each group Miv , it is possible to 7x the marking probability
p so that yi and yij have the correct size, with high probability.
Lemma 14. If 06yi6|Xi| for any i; and 06yij6|Xij| for any pair i; j; the recoloring
procedure produces a random coloring C′ of paths in Rv that traverse the arc (p(v); v)
with tl colors according to a strongly uniform probability distribution.
Proof. Let Niv =M
i
v ∩R′v, for any i. Since Niv is the set of paths colored with colors in
sets Yi and Yij (for any j), it is
|Niv| = yi +
∑
j
yij = |Miv|l−1=3:
We denote by A′i the set of single colors used in paths of N
i
v , for any i, and by A
′
ij
the set of double colors used in paths of Niv and N
j
v , for any pair i; j under coloring
C′′. Also, we denote by Bi the set of single colors used in paths of Miv , for any i, and
by Bij the set of double colors used in paths of Miv and M
j
v , for any pair i; j under
coloring C′. For any pair i; j, it is
|Bij| = |Aij| − yij + |A′ij| =
|Miv| |Mjv |D
l2
:
We will also prove that the probability that two paths of Rv that traverse the arc
(p(v); v) in opposite directions are colored with the same color is D=l2, proving that
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coloring C′ is a random coloring with tl colors according to the strongly uniform
probability distribution.
We will 7rst prove that the probability that a path is recolored is l−1=3. Consider a
path r1 ∈ Miv (for some i) and let * be the color assigned to this path. We will prove
that Pr[*∈Y ] = l−1=3. Indeed
Pr[* ∈ Y ] = Pr[* ∈ Yi] +
∑
j
Pr[* ∈ Yij]
= Pr[* ∈ Yi|* ∈ Ai]Pr[* ∈ Ai] +
∑
j
Pr[* ∈ Yij|* ∈ Aij]Pr[* ∈ Aij]
= Pr[* ∈ Yi|* ∈ Xi]Pr[* ∈ Xi|* ∈ Ai]Pr[* ∈ Ai]
+
∑
j
Pr[* ∈ Yij|* ∈ Xij]Pr[* ∈ Xij|* ∈ Aij]Pr[* ∈ Aij]
=
|Yi|
|Xi|
|Xi|
|Ai|
|Ai|
|Miv|
+
∑
j
|Yij|
|Xij|
|Xij|
|Aij|
|Aij|
|Miv|
=
|Yi|+
∑
j |Yij|
|Miv|
=
|Niv|
|Miv|
= l−1=3:
We now consider two paths r1 and r2 and denote by F(C) the event that paths r1 and
r2 are assigned the same color under coloring C and by D(r1) the event that path r1
was recolored. We obtain that
Pr[F(C′)] = Pr[F(C′)|D(r1)]Pr[D(r1)] + Pr[F(C′)| RD(r1)]Pr[ RD(r1)]
= Pr[F(C′′)|D(r1) ∧D(r2)]Pr[D(r1)]Pr[D(r2)]
+Pr[F(C)| RD(r1)]Pr[ RD(r1)]
=
D
l5=3
l−1=3l−1=3 +
D
l2
(1− l−1=3) = D
l2
:
In order to prove the correctness of the recoloring procedure, it remains to show
that 06yi6|Xi| and 06yij6|Xij|.
The following lemma gives suJcient conditions for the correctness of the recoloring
procedure for the case t=6=5. It can be adjusted so that it works for any t ∈ [1; 2].
Lemma 15. Let 0¡!¡1=3 be a constant; t=6=5; p=5l−1=3; and l¿125. If each
non-empty group Miv has cardinality at least
max{6:25l2=3+!; 1:16l8=9+!=3}
then the recoloring procedure is correct with probability at least 1− 63 exp(−l!=8).
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that 06yi6|Xi| for any i, and 06yij6|Xij|
for any pair i; j.
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Let * be a color used by some path traversing arc (p(v); v). Consider the Bernoulli
random variable Z(*) that is 1 if and only if color * has been marked by the recoloring
procedure. Clearly, for any i and any pair i; j, the numbers |Xi| and |Xij| are random
variables and can be expressed as sums of Bernoulli random variables:
|Xi| =
∑
*∈Ai
Z(*);
|Xij| =
∑
*∈Aij
Z(*)
with expectations 5|Ai|l−1=3 and 5|Aij|l−1=3, respectively. Using the ChernoL–HoeLding
bound (Lemma 1) we obtain that, for any i,
|Xi|¿

1−
√
l!+1=3
20|Ai|

 5|Ai|l−1=3 (11)
with probability at least 1− exp(−l!=8), and for any pair i; j,
|Xij|¿
(
1−
√
l!+1=3
20|Aij|
)
5|Aij|l−1=3 (12)
with probability at least 1− exp(−l!=8).
Furthermore, since the coloring C of paths traversing the arc (p(v); v) has been ran-
domly chosen according to the weakly uniform probability distribution, the numbers
|Ai| and |Aij| are random variables following the hypergeometrical and doubly hyperge-
ometrical distribution, respectively. Using the tail inequalities of the hypergeometrical
distribution (Lemmas 6 and 7), we obtain that
||Ai| − E[|Ai|]|6
√
|Miv|l!
2
(13)
with probability at least 1− 2 exp(−l!=8), and
||Aij| − E[|Aij|]|6
√
min{|Miv|; |Mjv |}l! (14)
with probability at least 1− 4 exp(−l!=8), where
E[|Ai|] = |M
i
v|S
2l
=
|Miv|
5
and
E[|Aij|] = |M
i
v| |Mjv |D
l2
=
4|Miv| |Mjv |
5l
:
Since there are at most 6 sets of single colors and 9 sets of double colors, then the
probability that some of inequalities (11)–(14) does not hold for some i or for some
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pair i; j is at most
6× 2 exp(−l!=8) + 6 exp(−l!=8) + 9× 4 exp(−l!=8) + 9 exp(−l!=8)
= 63 exp(−l!=8):
Thus, with probability at least 1−63 exp(−l!=8), inequalities (11)–(14) hold for any i
or pair i; j. We will prove that, in this case, it is 06yi6|Xi| and 06yij6|Xij|, proving
the lemma.
We 7rst prove that 06yi6|Xi|. Since l¿125 and |Miv|¿6:25l2=3+!, we obtain
E[|Ai|] = |M
i
v|
5
¿ l1=3+!=2
√|Miv|
2
¿ 2:5
√
|Miv|l!;
which implies that√
|Miv|l!
2
6
E[|Ai|]
5
:
Hence, using (13), we obtain
|Ai|¿ 45E[|Ai|]:
Thus, (11) yields
|Xi|¿

1−
√
l!+1=3
16E[|Ai|]

 4E[|Ai|]l−1=3
=

1−
√
l!+1=3
3:2|Miv|

 0:8|Miv|l−1=3 ¿
(
1−
√
1
12:8l1=3
)
0:8|Miv|l−1=3
¿
(
1−
√
1
64
)
0:8|Miv|l−1=3 ¿ 0:7|Miv|l−1=3:
Also, since |Miv|¿6:25l2=3+!, it is√
|Miv|l!
2
6
|Miv|l−1=3
5
:
By the de7nition of yi in (9) and using (13), we obtain
06 yi 6 0:4|Miv|l−1=3:
Thus, 06yi6|Xi|.
We now prove that 06yij6|Xij|. Without loss of generality, assume that |Miv|6|Mjv |.
Since l¿125 and |Miv|¿1:16l8=9+!=3,
E[|Aij|] = 4|M
i
v| |Mjv |
5l
¿
4
√|Miv|(1:16l8=9+!=3)3=2
5l
¿
√
|Miv|l1=3+!=2 ¿ 5
√
min{|Miv|; |Mjv |}l!
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and, using (14),
|Aij|¿ 45E[|Aij|]:
Thus, (12) yields
|Xij|¿
(
1−
√
l!+1=3
16E[|Aij|]
)
4E[|Ai|]l−1=3
=
(
1−
√
l!+4=3
12:8|Miv| |Mjv |
)
3:2|Miv| |Mjv |l−4=3
¿

1−
√
l!+4=3
12:8l16=9+2!=3

 3:2|Miv| |Mjv |l−4=3
¿
(
1−
√
1
12:8l1=3
)
3:2|Miv| |Mjv |l−4=3
¿
(
1−
√
1
64
)
3|Miv| |Mjv |l−4=3 ¿ 2:8|Miv| |Mjv |l−4=3:
Also, since min{|Miv|; |Mjv |}¿1:16l8=9+!=3, it is√
min{|Miv|; |Mjv |}l! 6 0:8|Miv| |Mjv |l−4=3:
By the de7nition of yij in (10) and using (14), we obtain
06 yij 6 1:6|Miv| |Mjv |l−4=3:
Thus, 06yij6|Xij|. This completes the proof of lemma.
Remark. The number of single and double colors Bi and Bij given by the equations
Bi =
|Miv|S
2l
and Bij =
|Miv| |Mjv |D
l2
must be integral. In the case where t=6=5 (i.e. S = l=5 and D=4l=5), this can be
achieved if
√
l is integral and, furthermore, the cardinality of any group of paths Miv is
a multiple of 5
√
l. Also, the number of single and double colors A′i and A
′
ij used under
coloring C′′ must be integral. In the case where t=6=5 (i.e. S = l=5 and D=4l=5),
this can be achieved if l1=3 is integral and, furthermore, the cardinality of any group of
paths Miv is a multiple of 5l
2=3. Also, the set of paths must guarantee the requirements
of Lemma 15. In the appendix we present technical claims that help us to overwhelm
such technicalities by adding paths to the original set of paths, increasing the load by
a o(l) factor.
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5.3. The coloring procedure
Assume again that we are given a tree T of 4 nodes and a set of paths Rv of full
load l on T as described in the previous section, and a random coloring of the paths
in Rv that traverse the arc (p(v); v) with 6l=5 colors according to the strongly uniform
probability distribution. The coloring procedure extends the coloring to the paths that
have not been colored yet, i.e. the paths in Rv that do not traverse the arc (p(v); v).
The coloring procedure is the heart of our path coloring algorithm. Its performance is
stated by the following lemma.
Lemma 16. The coloring procedure extends a weakly uniform coloring of the paths
on the pair of opposite directed links between a vertex v and its parent p(v) that
uses at most 6l=5 colors to a coloring C of all the paths in Rv with the following
properties:
(i) C uses at most 7l=5 colors;
(ii) the restriction of C to the paths that traverse the two opposite directed links
between v and one of its children uses 6l=5 colors and is weakly uniform.
According to Section 5.1, for the proof of Lemma 16 we have to distinguish between
Scenarios I and II. The colorings for both scenarios are presented in the following.
5.3.1. Scenario I
We use colors of A1, A14, A18, A4, A47, A7, A8, and A78 to color paths of M 5v and
colors of A2, A23, A27, A3, A38, A7, A8, and A78 to color paths of M 6v . We denote by
i and ij the number of colors of Ai (16i64) and Aij (ij =78), respectively, that
are assigned to paths of M 5v or M
6
v , n5 the number of colors of A7; A8; A78 and new
colors (colors not seen by the arcs (p(v); v)) assigned to paths of M 5v but not to paths
of M 6v , n6 the number of colors of A7; A8; A78 and new colors assigned to paths M
6
v
but not to paths of M 5v , and n56 the number of colors of A7; A8; A78 and new colors
assigned to both a path in M 5v and a path in M
6
v . The actual values of the i’s, ij’s
and ni are chosen later according to the sizes of M 1v and M
2
v so to guarantee that at
most 7l=5 colors are used.
The coloring procedure randomly assigns colors to paths of M 5v or M
6
v so that the
following two conditions are met. In Lemma 17 we show that Conditions 1 and 2 are
suJcient to ensure that the coloring algorithm produces a coloring distributed according
to a weakly uniform probability distribution.
Condition 1. The number of double colors used by paths in Miv (i=1; 2; 3; 4) on arc
(p(v); v) is the same as the number of double colors used by paths in Miv on the arc
between v and its child node that is traversed by Miv , i.e.
for M 1v : 1 + 18 + 14 = |A18|+ |A14|; (15)
for M 2v : 2 + 27 + 23 = |A27|+ |A23|; (16)
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for M 3v : 3 + 38 + 23 = |A38|+ |A23|; (17)
for M 4v : 4 + 47 + 14 = |A47|+ |A14|: (18)
Condition 2. For each group of paths Miv , the number of single colors appearing on
each of the two directed arcs traversed by the paths of Miv is the same.
For example, consider group M 2v . Paths of M
2
v traverse the directed arcs (l(v); v)
and (v; p(v)). The number of single colors in (v; p(v)) is |A2|+ |A4|+ |A8|, while the
number of single colors in (l(v); v) is
|A2| − 2 + |A23| − 23 + |A27| − 27 + 4 + 47 + n5:
By imposing equality and using (16), we obtain
for M 2v : 4 + 47 + n5 = |A4|+ |A8|: (19)
Similarly, we obtain the following:
for M 1v : 3 + 38 + n6 = |A3|+ |A7|; (20)
for M 4v : 2 + 27 + n6 = |A2|+ |A8|; (21)
for M 3v : 1 + 18 + n5 = |A1|+ |A7|: (22)
Notice that the two conditions imply that on the pair of opposite directed links between
v and a child the number of double and single colors is the same as between v and
its parent. Therefore, the number of colors is 6l=5. In particular, the number of double
colors is the same on any arc adjacent to node v. Thus,
n56 = |A34|+ |A78|+ |A38|+ |A47| = |A34|+ |A78|+ |A18|+ |A27|: (23)
From Claim 11 we can easily obtain |M 7v |= |M 8v |, |M 1v |= |M 4v |, |M 2v |= |M 3v |, |M 5v |
= |M 4v |+ |M 8v |, and |M 6v |= |M 3v |+ |M 7v |.
Due to the random assignment of colors to paths of M 5v and M
6
v and the assumption
that path traversing arc (p(v); v) have been randomly colored according to the strongly
uniform probability distribution, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 17. The colorings of the paths that traverse arcs (v; l(v)) and (v; r(v)) are
random according to a weakly uniform probability distribution.
Proof. To prove the lemma, we need to show that the probability that two paths r1
and r2 that traverse the same link on opposite directions are colored the same color is
D=l2. We distinguish between three cases and for each of them we give the proof for
only one of the possible sub-cases, the proof of the other sub-cases being similar.
Case I: The two paths both traverse an arc between v and p(v). Here we consider
the sub-case in which r1 ∈M 1v and r2 ∈M 2v .
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The probability that r1 and r2 are assigned the same color is D=l2 since the coloring
of paths in Rv that traverse the arc (p(v); v) is a random coloring according to a
strongly uniform probability distribution.
Case II: One path traverses an arc between v and p(v) and one path goes from one
child to the other. Here we consider the sub-case in which r1 ∈M 1v and r2 ∈M 5v .
Obviously, r1 and r2 can be assigned the same color if r1 is colored with a color
* that belongs to either A1 or A14 or A18 and r2 is colored with color *. Let * be the
color assigned to path r1. We denote by D the event that r2 is assigned color *. It is
Pr[D] = Pr[D|* ∈ A1]Pr[* ∈ A1]
+Pr[D|* ∈ A14]Pr[* ∈ A14] + Pr[D|* ∈ A18]Pr[* ∈ A18]:
Note that
Pr[* ∈ A14] = |M
4
v |D
l2
;
Pr[* ∈ A18] = |M
8
v |D
l2
and
Pr[* ∈ A1] = 1− Pr[* ∈ A12]− Pr[* ∈ A14]− Pr[* ∈ A18]
= 1− (|M
2
v |+ |M 4v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
= 1− D
l
=
S
2l
:
Also, the probability that r2 is colored with color * is
Pr[D|* ∈ A1] = 1|A1|
1
|M 5v |
;
since * belongs to the set of colors of A1 selected for coloring paths of M 5v with
probability 1=|A1| and is assigned equiprobably to a path of M 5v . Similarly,
Pr[D|* ∈ A14] = 14|A14|
1
|M 5v |
and
Pr[D|* ∈ A18] = 18|A18|
1
|M 5v |
:
Thus,
Pr[D] =
1
|A1|
1
|M 5v |
S
2l
+
14
|A14|
1
|M 5v |
|M 4v |D
l2
+
18
|A18|
1
|M 5v |
|M 8v |D
l2
=
1 + 14 + 18
|M 1v ||M 5v |
:
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Using (19), we obtain
Pr[D] =
|A14|+ |A18|
|M 1v ||M 5v |
=
|M 1v |(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)D
|M 1v ||M 5v |l2
=
D
l2
:
Case III: One path goes from the left child to the right child and one goes from
the right child to the left child. Here we consider the sub-case in which r1 ∈M 5v and
r2 ∈M 6v .
Eq. (23) yields
n56 = |A34|+ |A78|+ |A38|+ |A47|
=
(|M 3v |+ |M 7v |)(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
=
|M 5v ||M 6v |D
l2
:
The paths r1 and r2 can be colored with the same color if this color is one of the
n56 new colors that are assigned to paths of M 5v and M
6
v . Let * be the color assigned
to r1. We denote by D the event that r2 is colored with *. The probability that * is
one of the n56 new colors assigned to paths of M 5v and M
6
v is n56=|M 5v | and if this is
the case, it is assigned equiprobably to a path of M 6v . Thus,
Pr[D] =
n56
|M 5v |
1
|M 6v |
=
D
l2
:
Next, we show how to color the paths between the two children so to guarantee that
at most 7l=5 colors are used. We distinguish between four cases depending on whether
each of M 1v and M
2
v has size larger or smaller than l=4 and, for each case, we show
how to choose values for the i’s, ′ij’s and ni so that i6|Ai|, ij6|Aij|, Conditions
1 and 2 are satis7ed and at most 7l=5 colors are used.
Case I: |M 1v |¿l=4 and |M 2v |¿l=4. In this case, we have the following settings:
n5 = n6 = 0; (24)
1 = |A1|; (25)
2 = |A2|; (26)
3 = |A3|; (27)
4 = |A4|: (28)
Conditions 1 and 2 and the above settings give the following:
Eqs: (22); (24) and (25) imply 18 = |A7|; (29)
Eqs: (21); (24) and (26) imply 27 = |A8|; (30)
Eqs: (20); (24) and (27) imply 38 = |A7|; (31)
Eqs: (19); (24) and (28) imply 47 = |A8|; (32)
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Eqs: (15) and (29) imply 14 = |A14|+ |A18| − |A1| − |A7|; (33)
Eqs: (16) and (30) imply 23 = |A23|+ |A27| − |A2| − |A8|: (34)
Next, we show that 186|A18|. Similar arguments prove that 276|A27|, 386|A38| and
476|A47|.
By Claim 11, it is |M 7v |= |M 8v |. Since |M 1v |¿l=4 and S =D=2=2l=5, we have
D|M 1v ||M 8v |
l2
¿
S|M 7v |
2l
;
which implies that |A18|¿|A7|. By (29), we have 186|A18|.
Next we show that 14¿0. A similar argument proves that 23¿0. By Claim 11, it
is |M 1v |= |M 4v | and |M 7v |= |M 8v |. Since |M 1v |¿l=4 and S =D=2=2l=5, we obtain
D|M 1v |(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)
l2
¿
S(|M 1v |+ |M 7v |)
2l
;
which implies
|A14|+ |A18|¿|A1|+ |A7|
and by (33), 14¿0.
Finally, we prove that 146|A14| and, as before, a similar argument proves that
236|A23|.
Let 06x; y61 such that x + y61. It is easy to see that xy6(x + y)2=4 and thus
xy6(x + y)=4.
We set x= |M 1v |=l and y= |M 7v |=l. Since |M 1v |¿l=4, |M 7v |= |M 8v |, and S =D=2,
we have
|A18|= D|M
1
v ||M 8v |
l2
=
D|M 1v ||M 7v |
l2
6
D
4l
(|M 1v |+ |M 7v |)
=
S(|M 1v |+ |M 7v |)
2l
= |A1|+ |A7|:
By (33), we obtain 146|A14|.
Next, we compute the total number of colors used. Since n5 = n6 = 0, the number of
new colors is max{0; n56 − |A7| − |A8| − |A78|}. Using (23), we have that
n56 − |A7| − |A8| − |A78|= |A47|+ |A38|+ |A34| − 2|A8|
=D
( |M 1v |
l
+
|M 2v |
l
− |M
1
v |2
l2
− |M
2
v |2
l2
− |M
1
v ||M 2v |
l2
)
− S
(
1− |M
1
v |
l
− |M
2
v |
l
)
;
which is maximized to l=5 for |M 1v |= |M 2v |= l=2. Thus, the total number of colors is
at most 7l=5.
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Case II: |M 1v |6l=4 and |M 2v |6l=4. In this case, we have the following settings:
14 = 23 = 0; (35)
18 = |A18|; (36)
27 = |A27|; (37)
38 = |A38|; (38)
47 = |A47|: (39)
Conditions 1 and 2 and the above settings give the following:
Eqs: (15); (35) and (36) imply 1 = |A14|; (40)
Eqs: (16); (35) and (37) imply 2 = |A23|; (41)
Eqs: (17); (35) and (39) imply 3 = |A23|; (42)
Eqs: (18); (35) and (39) imply 4 = |A14|; (43)
Eqs: (22); (36) and (40) imply n5 = |A1|+ |A7| − |A14| − |A18|; (44)
Eqs: (21); (37) and (41) imply n6 = |A2|+ |A8| − |A23| − |A27|: (45)
We prove that the coloring is valid. We start by showing that 16|A1| (similar argu-
ments apply for 2; 3; 4). Since |M 1v |= |M 4v |6l=4, and S =D=2, we have
|A1| = |M
1
v |S
2l
¿
|M 1v ||M 4v |D
l2
= |A14|:
Thus, by (40), we have that 16|A1|.
Next we prove that n5¿0 (a similar argument applies for n6). Since |M 1v |6l=4,
|M 7v |= |M 8v |, |M 1v |= |M 4v |, and S =D=2, we have
|A1|+ |A7|= (|M
1
v |+ |M 7v |)S
2l
¿
|M 1v |(|M 1v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
=
|M 1v |(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
= |A14|+ |A18|:
Thus, by (44), we have that n5¿0.
The number of new colors is max{0; n56 + n5 + n6−|A7|− |A8|− |A78|}. Using (23),
(44), and (45), we have that
n56 + n5 + n6 − |A7| − |A8| − |A78| = |A12|+ |A1|+ |A2| − |A14| − |A23|
=
S
2l
(|M 1v |+ |M 2v |) +
D
l2
(|M 1v ||M 2v | − |M 1v |2 − |M 2v |2);
which is maximized to l=20 for |M 1v |= |M 2v |= l=4.
Case III: |M 1v |6l=4 and |M 2v |¿l=4.
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In this case, we have the following settings:
14 = 0; (46)
18 = |A18|; (47)
47 = |A47|; (48)
n6 = 0; (49)
2 = |A2|; (50)
3 = |A3|: (51)
We have the following:
Eqs: (15); (46) and (47) imply 1 = |A14|; (52)
Eqs: (18); (46) and (48) imply 4 = |A14|; (53)
Eqs: (22); (47) and (52) imply n5 = |A1|+ |A7| − |A14| − |A18|; (54)
Eqs: (21); (49) and (50) imply 27 = |A8|; (55)
Eqs: (20); (49) and (51) imply 38 = |A7|; (56)
Eqs: (16); (50) and (55) imply 23 = |A23|+ |A27| − |A2| − |A8|: (57)
Using similar arguments with cases I and II, it can be veri7ed that the coloring is
valid.
The number of new colors is max{0; n56 + n5 − |A7| − |A8| − |A78|}. Using (23) and
(54), we have that
n56 + n5 − |A7| − |A8| − |A78|= |A27|+ |A12|+ |A1| − |A14| − |A8|
= |M 2v | −
S
2
− D
l2
(|M 1v |2 + |M 2v |2);
which is maximized to 9l=80 for |M 1v |=0 and |M 2v |=5l=8.
Case IV: |M 1v |¿l=4 and |M 2v |6l=4. This case is symmetric to case III.
5.3.2. Scenario II
In this case the coloring algorithm has to color paths from M 5v ; M
6
v ; M
7
v ; M
8
v . The
algorithm uses 1 colors from A1, 14 colors from A14, 4 colors from A4 and some
new colors to color paths of M 5v . The paths in M
6
v are colored with 2 colors from A2,
23 colors from A23, 3 colors A3 and some new colors. We denote by n5 the number
of new colors assigned to paths of M 5v but not to paths of M
6
v , n6 the number of new
colors assigned to paths of M 6v but not to paths of M
5
v , and n56 the number of colors
assigned to both a path in M 5v and a path in M
6
v .
For coloring paths of M 7v , the algorithm uses 14 colors of A14 that were also assigned
to paths of M 5v ; 2 colors of A2 that were also assigned to paths of M
6
v ; n78 double
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colors that will also be assigned to paths in M 8v , and n7 single colors that are used
only by paths in M 7v .
For coloring paths of M 8v , the algorithm uses 23 colors of A23 that were also assigned
to paths of M 6v ; 1 colors of A1 that were also assigned to paths of M
5
v , the n78 double
colors that were also be assigned to paths in M 7v , and n8 single colors that are used
only by paths in M 7v .
The coloring procedure randomly assigns colors to paths of M 5v ; M
6
v ; M
7
v , and M
8
v
so that the following conditions are met.
Condition 1. The number of double colors used by paths in Miv (i=1; 2; 3; 4) on arc
(p(v); v) is the same as the number of double colors used by paths in Miv on the arc
between v and its child node that is traversed by Miv , i.e.
for M 1v : 1 + 14 = |A14|; (58)
for M 2v : 2 + 23 = |A23|; (59)
for M 3v : 3 + 23 + 23 = |A23|; (60)
for M 4v : 4 + 14 + 14 = |A14|: (61)
Condition 2. For each group of paths Miv , the number of single colors appearing on
each of the two directed arcs traversed by the paths of Miv is the same:
for M 2v : 4 + n5 = |A4|; (62)
for M 1v : 3 + n6 = |A3|: (63)
Condition 3. The algorithm also maintains the following equations so that colorings
of paths between v and its children is according to the weakly uniform probability
distribution:
23 =
|M 3v ||M 8v |D
l2
; (64)
14 =
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
; (65)
1 =
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
; (66)
2 =
|M 3v ||M 8v |D
l2
; (67)
n78 =
|M 7v ||M 8v |D
l2
; (68)
n7 =
|M 7v |S
2l
; (69)
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n8 =
|M 8v |S
2l
: (70)
Conditions 1 and 2 guarantee that the number of colors seen by any arc adjacent to
node v is exactly 6l=5. Moreover, due to the random assignment of colors to paths
of M 5v ; M
6
v ; M
7
v and M
8
v , Condition 3, and the assumption that path traversing arc
(p(v); v) have been randomly colored according to the strongly uniform probability
distribution, we can easily verify (using arguments similar to those of Scenario I) that
the colorings of the paths that traverse arcs (v; l(v)) and (v; r(v)) are random according
to the weakly uniform probability distribution.
In the following we prove that our coloring is valid and that the total number of
colors is at most 7l=5.
By the fact that the number of double colors not used by paths in M 1v and M
2
v is
the same on arcs (p(v); v) and (v; r(v)), we obtain the following equality for n56:
n56 = |A34|: (71)
From Claim 11 we can easily obtain that |M 7v |= |M 8v |, |M 1v |= |M 4v |+ |M 8v |, and |M 2v |=
|M 3v |+ |M 7v |.
Case I: |M 3v |¿l=4 and |M 4v |¿l=4. In this case, the algorithm sets
1 = |A1|; (72)
2 = |A2|: (73)
From Conditions 1, 2, and the above settings, we obtain the following:
Eqs: (58) and (72) imply 14 = |A14| − |A1|; (74)
Eqs: (59) and (73) imply 23 = |A23| − |A2|; (75)
Eqs: (60); (64) and (75) imply 3 = |A2| − |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
; (76)
Eqs: (61); (65) and (74) imply 4 = |A1| − |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
; (77)
Eqs: (62) and (77) imply n5 = |A4| − |A1|+ |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
; (78)
Eqs: (63) and (76) imply n6 = |A3| − |A2|+ |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
: (79)
In order to prove that the above coloring is valid, we have to prove that the colors in
Ai (or Aij) suJce for the selection of i (or ij) colors that will be assigned to paths
of M 5v or M
6
v and of i (or ij) colors that will be assigned to paths of M
7
v or M
8
v .
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We start by proving that 0636|A3|. Since |M 2v |= |M 3v | + |M 8v |, using (76), we
obtain that
3 = |A2| − |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
=
|M 2v |S
2l
− |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
=
(|M 3v |+ |M 8v |)S
2l
− |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
¿ 0;
where the last inequality follows by the inequality xy6(x + y)=4 when x + y61, by
setting x= |M 3v |=l and y= |M 8v |. Also, since S =D=2=2l=5 and |M 3v |¿l=4, by (76),
we obtain that
3 = |A2| − |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
=
|M 2v |S
2l
− |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
=
(|M 3v |+ |M 8v |)S
2l
− |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
6
|M 3v |S
2l
= |A3|:
Similarly, we can prove that 0646|A4|.
We next show that 14¿0, 14¿0, and 14+146|A14|. Since |M 4v |¿l=4, (74) yields
14 = |A14| − |A1| = |M
1
v ||M 4v |D
l2
− |M
1
v |S
2l
¿ 0:
By (65), it is clear that 14¿0. Since |M 1v |= |M 4v | + |M 7v |, using (65) and (74),
we obtain that
14 + 14 = |A14| − |A1|+ |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
= |A14| − |M
1
v |S
2l
+
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
= |A14| − (|M
4
v |+ |M 7v |)S
2l
+
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
6 |A14|;
where the last inequality follows by the inequality xy6(x + y)=4 when x + y61, by
setting x= |M 4v |=l and y= |M 7v |.
Similarly, we can prove that 23¿0; 23¿0, and 23 + 236|A23|.
We next show that 161 = |A1|. Since |M 1v |= |M 4v | + |M 7v |, using (66) and the
inequality xy6(x + y)=4 with x= |M 4v | and y= |M 7v |, we obtain
1 =
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
6
(|M 4v |+ |M 7v |)S
2l
=
|M 1v |S
2l
= |A1|:
Similarly, we can prove that 262 = |A2|.
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We next show that n5¿0. Similarly, we can prove that n6¿0. Since |M 1v |= |M 4v |+
|M 7v |; S =D=2=2l=5, and |M 4v |¿l=4, (78) yields
n5 = |A4| − |A1|+ |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
=
|M 4v |S
2l
− |M
1
v |S
2l
+
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
=−|M
7
v |S
2l
+
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
¿ 0:
Finally, we prove that |A12|¿n78 + n7 + n8. Note that since |M 3v |¿l=4, |M 4v |¿l=4,
it is
|A12| = |M
1
v ||M 2v |D
l2
=
(|M 4v |+ |M 7v |)(|M 3v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
¿
|M 7v ||M 8v |D
l2
+
|M 4v ||M 8v |D
l2
+
|M 3v ||M 7v |D
l2
¿
|M 7v ||M 8v |D
l2
+
|M 7v |S
2l
+
|M 8v |S
2l
and, using (68)–(70) we obtain that |A12|¿n78 + n7 + n8. Thus, colors of A12 can be
used as single and double colors assigned to paths of M 7v and M
8
v .
By (71), (78) and (79), we have that the number of new colors is
n56 + n5 + n6 = |A34|+ |A4| − |A1|+ |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
+ |A3| − |A2|+ |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
=
|M 3v ||M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
− |M
1
v |S
2l
+
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
+
|M 3v |S
2l
− |M
2
v |S
2l
+
|M 3v ||M 8v |D
l2
6
(|M 3v |+ |M 7v |)(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
− (l− |M
3
v |)S
2l
+
|M 3v |S
2l
− (l− |M
4
v |)S
2l
=
(l− |M 4v |)(l− |M 3v |)D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
+
|M 3v |S
2l
− S;
which is maximized to l=5 for |M 3v | = |M 4v | = l=2. Thus, the total number of colors is
at most 7l=5.
Case II: |M 3v |6l=4 and |M 4v |6l=4. In this case, the algorithm sets
14 = 23 = 0; (80)
By Conditions 1, 2, and the above settings we have the following:
Eqs: (58) and (80) imply 1 = |A14|; (81)
Eqs: (59) and (80) imply 2 = |A23|; (82)
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Eqs: (60) and (80) imply 3 = |A23| − |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
; (83)
Eqs: (61) and (80) imply 4 = |A14| − |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
; (84)
Eqs: (62) and (84) imply n5 = |A4| − |A14|+ |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
; (85)
Eqs: (63) and (83) imply n6 = |A3| − |A23|+ |M
3
v ||M 8v |D
l2
: (86)
We 7rst prove that 0646|A4|. Since |M 1v |= |M 4v |+ |M 7v |, |M 4v |¿l=4 and S =D=2=
2l=5, using (84), we have
4 = |A14| − |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
=
|M 4v |(|M 1v | − |M 7v |)D
l2
=
|M 4v |2D
l2
6
|M 4v |S
2l
= |A4|:
Furthermore, since |M 1v |¿|M 7v |,
4 = |A14| − |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
=
(|M 1v | − |M 7v |)|M 4v |D
l2
¿ 0:
Similarly, we can prove that 0636|A3|.
By (81), it is clear that 1¿0. We will also prove that 16|A1|. Since |M 4v |6l=4
and S =D=2=2l=5, (81) yields
1 = |A14| = |M
1
v ||M 4v |D
l2
6
|M 1v |S
2l
= |A1|:
Similarly, we can prove that 0626|A2|.
Clearly, 1¿0. We will also prove that 161. Since |M 1v |¿|M 7v |, using (66) and
(81), we obtain
1 =
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
6
|M 1v ||M 4v |D
l2
= |A14| = 1:
Similarly, we can prove that 06262.
We observe that 14 = 1 (by (65) and (66)) and 23 = 2 (by (64) and (67)). Thus,
it also holds that 06146|A14| and 06236|A23|.
Finally, we prove that n5¿0. Since |M 1v |= |M 4v |+ |M 7v |, |M 4v |6l=4, S =D=2=2l=5,
(85) yields
n5 = |A4| − |A14|+ |M
4
v ||M 7v |D
l2
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=
|M 4v |S
2l
− |M
1
v ||M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v ||M 7v |D
l2
¿
|M 4v |2D
l2
− |M
1
v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v | |M 7v |D
l2
=
|M 4v |(|M 4v | − |M 1v |)D
l2
+
|M 4v | |M 7v |D
l2
= 0:
Similarly, we can prove that n6¿0.
By (81) and (82), using the equalities |M 1v |= |M 4v |+ |M 8v | and |M 2v |= |M 3v |+ |M 7v |,
and since |M 3v |¿l=4, |M 4v |¿l=4, and S =D=2=2l=5, we have
|A12|+ |A1| − 1 + |A2| − 2 = |A12|+ |A1| − |A14|+ |A2| − |A23|
=
|M 1v | |M 2v |D
l2
+
|M 1v |S
2l
− |M
1
v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 2v |S
2l
− |M
2
v | |M 3v |D
l2
=
(|M 3v |+ |M 7v |)(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
+
(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)S
2l
− |M
4
v |(|M 4v |+ |M 8v |)D
l2
+
(|M 3v |+ |M 7v |)S
2l
− |M
3
v |(|M 3v |+ |M 7v |)D
l2
=
|M 3v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 7v | |M 8v |D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
+
|M 8v |S
2l
− |M
4
v |2D
l2
+
|M 3v |S
2l
+
|M 7v |
2l
− |M
3
v |2D
l2
¿
|M 7v | |M 8v |D
l2
+
|M 7v |S
2l
+
|M 8v |S
2l
:
By (68)–(70), we obtain that
|A12|+ |A1| − 1 + |A2| − 2¿n78 + n7 + n8:
Thus, colors of A12 as well as colors of A1 and A2 not assigned to M 5v and M
6
v can be
used as single and double colors assigned to paths of M 7v and M
8
v .
Using (71), (85), and (86), and since |M 1v |= |M 4v |+ |M 7v | and |M 2v |= |M 3v |+ |M 8v |,
we have that the number of new colors is
n56 + n5 + n6 = |A34|+ |A4| − |A14|+ |M
4
v | |M 7v |D
l2
+ |A3| − |A23|+ |M
3
v | |M 8v |D
l2
=
|M 3v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
− |M
1
v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v | |M 7v |D
l2
+
|M 3v |S
2l
− |M
2
v | |M 3v |D
l2
+
|M 3v | |M 8v |D
l2
=
|M 3v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 3v |S
2l
+
|M 4v |S
2l
− |M
4
v |2D
l2
− |M
3
v |2D
l2
;
which is maximized to l=20 for |M 3v |= |M 4v |= l=4.
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Case III: |M 3v |6l=4 and |M 4v |¿l=4. In this case, the coloring is such that
1 = |A1|; (87)
23 = 0: (88)
We have the following:
Eqs: (58) and (87) imply 14 = |A14| − |A1|; (89)
Eqs: (61); (65) and (89) imply 4 = |A1| − |M
4
v | |M 7v |D
l2
; (90)
Eqs: (62) and (90) imply n5 = |A4| − |A1|+ |M
4
v | |M 7v |D
l2
; (91)
Eqs: (59) and (88) imply 2 = |A23|; (92)
Eqs: (60); (64); and (88) imply 3 = |A23| − |M
3
v | |M 8v |D
l2
; (93)
Eqs: (63) and (93) imply n6 = |A3| − |A23|+ |M
3
v | |M 8v |D
l2
: (94)
Using similar arguments with cases I and II, it can be veri7ed that the coloring is
valid, and, furthermore, colors of A12 as well as colors of A2 not assigned to M 6v can
be used as single and double colors assigned to paths of M 7v and M
8
v .
Using (71), (91) and (94), we have that the number of new colors is
n56 + n5 + n6 = |A34|+ |A4| − |A1|+ |M
4
v | |M 7v |D
l2
+ |A3| − |A23|+ |M
3
v | |M 8v |D
l2
=
|M 3v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
− |M
1
v |S
2l
+
|M 4v | |M 7v |D
l2
+
|M 3v |S
2l
− |M
2
v | |M 3v |D
l2
+
|M 3v | |M 8v |D
l2
=
|M 3v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
− (|M
4
v |+ |M 7v |)S
2l
+
|M 4v | |M 7v |D
l2
+
|M 3v |S
2l
− (|M
3
v |+ |M 8v |)|M 3v |D
l2
+
|M 3v | |M 8v |D
l2
6
|M 3v | |M 4v |D
l2
+
|M 4v |S
2l
+
|M 3v |S
2l
− |M
3
v |2D
l2
;
which is maximized to 13l=80 for |M 3v |= l=4 and |M 4v |=5l=8.
Case IV: |M 3v |¿l=4 and |M 4v |6l=4. This case is symmetric to case III.
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5.4. The path coloring algorithm
In this section we give the description of our algorithm and analyze its performance.
In particular, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 18. Let 0¡!¡1=3 be a constant. There exists a randomized algorithm that
colors any set of paths of maximum load l on a binary tree of depth at most l!=8
using at most 7l=5 + o(l) colors; with probability at least 1− exp(−8(l!)).
Let T be a binary tree and R∗ a set of paths of load l on T . Our algorithm uses
as subroutines the preprocessing procedure, the recoloring procedure and the coloring
procedure described in the previous sections.
First, we execute the preprocessing procedure on R∗ and we obtain a normal set of
paths R, as described in Section 5.1.
Then, the algorithm roots the tree at a leaf node r(T ), and produces a random
coloring of the paths that share the opposite directed arcs adjacent to r(T ) with exactly
6l=5 colors. This can be done by assigning l colors to the paths that originate from
r(T ), randomly selecting 4l=5 from these colors, and randomly assigning these colors
and l=5 additional colors to the paths destined for r(T ). Note that, in this way, the
coloring of the paths that share the opposite directed arcs adjacent to r(T ) is obviously
random according to the weakly uniform probability distribution. Then, the algorithm
performs the following procedure COLOR on the child node of r(T ).
The procedure COLOR at a node v takes as input the set of paths Rv that touch v
together with a random coloring of paths that traverse the arc (p(v); v) with 6l=5 colors
according to the weakly uniform probability distribution. The procedure immediately
stops if v is a leaf. Otherwise, the recoloring procedure is executed producing a random
coloring of paths traversing arc (p(v); v) with 6l=5 colors according to the strongly
uniform probability distribution. We denote by R′v the set of paths that are recolored
by the recoloring procedure. Then, the coloring procedure is executed producing a
coloring of the paths in Rv that have not been colored yet, using at most 7l=5 colors
in total, in such a way that the number of colors seen by the opposite directed arcs
between v and r(v) and the opposite directed arcs between v and l(v) is exactly 6l=5
and that the colorings of paths traversing these arcs are random according to the weakly
uniform probability distribution. The procedure recursively executes COLOR for the child
nodes of v, r(v) and l(v).
After executing procedure COLOR recursively on every node of T , all paths in R
have been properly colored except for the paths in the set
⋃
v R
′
v; these were the paths
recolored during the execution of the recoloring procedure at all nodes. Our algorithm
ends by properly coloring the paths in
⋃
v R
′
v; this can be done easily with the greedy
deterministic algorithm using at most o(l) extra colors because of the following lemma.
Lemma 19. Let 0¡!¡1=3 be a constant. Consider the execution of the algorithm
on a binary tree of depth at most l!=8. The load of paths that are recolored by the
recoloring procedure is at most 2l2=3+! with probability at least 1− exp(−8(l2=3+!)).
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Proof. Consider a directed arc e of the binary tree and the set of paths Re that traverse
it. We will prove that the set of paths being marked during the recoloring procedure,
which is a superset of the paths that are recolored, has load at most 2l2=3+!, with high
probability. This is much easier than computing the load of paths being recolored since
each path is marked independently.
For each such path r, we de7ne the Bernoulli random variable Z(r) indicating
whether r was marked during the execution of the recoloring procedure at some step
of the algorithm. Note that the path has size at most l!=4 (the diameter of the tree),
and, since it is marked at a step with probability 5l−1=3, it is Pr[Z(r)= 1]65l!−1=3=4.
Consider the random variable Ze =
∑
r∈Re Z(r) indicating the number of paths in Re
that were marked during the execution of the recoloring procedure at some step of the
algorithm. By Lemma 2, we obtain that
Pr[Ze¿2l2=3+!]6 exp((1− 0:625− ln 1:6)1:6l2=3+!)
= exp(−0:152l2=3+!):
A binary tree of depth l!=8 has 2(2l
!=8 − 1) directed arcs. Thus, the probability that
more than 2l2=3+! paths that traverse some directed arc of the tree have been marked
is at most
2(2l
!=8 − 1) exp(−0:152l2=3+!)= exp(−8(l2=3+!)):
The lemma follows.
5.5. An existential upper bound
The analysis of the previous sections implies that, when the algorithm begins the
execution of the phase associated with a node v, with some (small) positive probability,
the numbers of single and double colors are equal to their expectation. We may assume
that the coloring of paths traversing the arc (p(v); v) is random according to the strongly
uniform probability distribution. Thus, with non-zero probability, the execution of the
recoloring procedure is unnecessary at all steps of the algorithm. Using this probabilistic
argument together with additional technical claims (see the appendix), we obtain an
existential upper bound on the number of colors suJcient for coloring any set of paths
of load l.
Theorem 20. Any set of paths of load l on a binary tree can be colored with at most
7
5 (5
√
l=5+ 10)2 colors.
Note that Theorem 20 holds for any binary tree (of any depth). Especially for binary
trees of depth O(l1=3−), it improves the large hidden constants implicit in the o(l) term
of our constructive upper bound (Theorem 18). In larger binary trees, it signi7cantly
improves the 5=3 constructive upper bound for all sets of paths of load greater than
26,000.
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6. Open problems
Our work reveals several open problems; some of them are listed below:
– We believe that, asymptotically, our upper bound is very close to the optimal within
the class of randomized greedy algorithms (including algorithms with greedy struc-
tures that allow limited recoloring). We believe that the lower bound presented in
Section 4.2 can be improved by considering an adversary that has some knowledge
of the probability distribution on the random choices of colorings performed by the
randomized greedy algorithm.
– The constants implicit in the o(l) term of our upper bound are large implying that
our result improves the 5=3 deterministic result for huge values of l. From the
engineering point of view, it is very important to improve these constants.
– Furthermore, extending our work to arbitrary or bounded degree trees will make our
techniques essential for solving eJciently the wavelength routing problem in WDM
optical networks.
Although using randomized greedy algorithms we signi7cantly improve the best known
upper bound, whether the 5l=4 bound can be achieved in polynomial time is still the
most challenging open question.
Appendix Technical details
In this section we prove two technical claims needed for the justi7cation of our
upper bounds. In particular, Claims A.1 and A.2 which are presented in the following
show how to extend the original set of paths by increasing the load by o(l) so that
the integrality constraints on the number of colors is not violated. The results in part
(ii) of Claim A.1 and Claim A.2 are stronger than that we need for the proof of our
upper bounds.
Claim A.1. For any set R of paths of load l on a binary tree;
(i) there exists a superset R′ of R of load (5√l=5+10)2; such that the cardinality
of any non-empty group of paths is a multiple of 5(5√l=5+ 10);
(ii) there exists a superset R′ of R of load (5l1=6=5+10)6; such that the cardinality
of any non-empty group of paths is a multiple of 5(5l1=6=5+ 10)5.
Proof. Consider a set of paths R of load l on a binary tree.
(i) Assume that l=(5k)2 for some integer k. If this is not the case, consider a
superset of R of load (5√l=5)2.
We will construct a superset R′ of R of load l′=(5k+10)2 as follows. We proceed
in a greedy manner, and at each step associated with a node v, we expand each group
of paths Miv to a supergroup N
i
v so that each arc adjacent to v has full load l
′, and
each group Niv has cardinality which is a multiple of 25(k + 2).
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Consider a step of the algorithm associated with node v. We express the cardinalities
of groups Miv as
|Miv| = 25ik + i
for i=1; : : : ; 8 where 06i625k − 1 and 06i6k are integers. We will construct
groups Niv such that
|Niv| = 25′i(k + 2)
for i=1; : : : ; 8 where 06′i6k are integers and |Niv |¿|Miv |.
We present the proof for Scenario I; the proof for Scenario II is symmetric. Since
the load on each directed arc adjacent to v is 25k2, we obtain the following:
|M 1v |+ |M 6v | = 25(1 + 6)k + 1 + 6 = 25k2; (A.1)
|M 4v |+ |M 6v | = 25(4 + 6)k + 4 + 6 = 25k2; (A.2)
|M 2v |+ |M 5v | = 25(2 + 5)k + 2 + 5 = 25k2; (A.3)
|M 3v |+ |M 5v | = 25(3 + 5)k + 3 + 5 = 25k2; (A.4)
|M 1v |+ |M 3v |+ |M 7v | = 25(1 + 3 + 7)k + 1 + 3 + 7 = 25k2; (A.5)
|M 2v |+ |M 4v |+ |M 8v | = 25(2 + 4 + 8)k + 2 + 4 + 8 = 25k2: (A.6)
Since i; i are integers and 06i625k − 1, using (A.1)–(A.4) we obtain that
1 + 6; 4 + 6; 2 + 5; 3 + 5 ∈ {k − 1; k}
and
1 + 6; 4 + 6; 2 + 5; 3 + 5 ∈ {0; 25k}:
Similarly, using (A.5) and (A.6), we obtain that
1 + 3 + 7; 2 + 4 + 8 ∈ {k − 2; k − 1; k}
and
1 + 3 + 7; 2 + 4 + 8 ∈ {0; 25k; 50k}:
We distinguish between the following cases.
Case I: 5 = 6 = 0. Using (A.1)–(A.4), we obtain that 1 + 6 = 4 + 6 = 2 +
5 = 3 + 5 = k and 1 = 2 = 3 = 4 = 0. Also, by (A.5) and (A.6), we obtain that
1 +3 +7 = 2 +4 +8 = k and 7 = 8 = 0. By setting ′i = i+1 for i=1; 2; : : : ; 6,
′7 = 7, and 
′
8 = 8, we obtain supergroups N
i
v of M
i
v such that the load on each
directed arc adjacent to v is 25(k + 2)2.
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Case II: 5 = 0 and 6 =0. Using (A.1) and (A.2), we obtain that 1 + 6 = 4 +
6 = k − 1 and 1 + 6 = 4 + 6 = 25k, while using (A.3) and (A.4), we obtain that
2 + 5 = 3 + 5 = k and 2 = 3 = 0. By (A.5) and (A.6), we have that 1 + 3 +
7 = 2 + 4 + 8 = k − 1 and 1 + 7 = 4 + 8 = 25k. By setting ′i = i + 1 for i =6
and ′6 = 6 + 2, we obtain supergroups N
i
v of M
i
v such that the load on each directed
arc between v is 25(k + 2)2.
Case III: 5 =0 and 6 =0. Using (A.1) and (A.2), we obtain that 1+6 = 4+6 =
2 + 5 = 3 + 5 = k − 1 and 1 + 6 = 4 + 6 = 2 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 25k.
We set ′i = i + 1 for i=1; : : : ; 6 and we obtain supergroups N
i
v of M
i
v for i=1; : : : ; 6
such that the load on each directed arc between v and its children is 25(k + 2)2.
In order to compute ′7 and 
′
8, we distinguish between two subcases:
– 1 + 3 + 7 = 2 + 4 + 8 = k − 1 and 1 + 3 + 7 = 2 + 4 + 8 = 25k. We set
′7 = 7 + 1 and 
′
8 = 8 + 1.
– 1 + 3 + 7 = 2 + 4 + 8 = k − 2 and 1 + 3 + 7 = 2 + 4 + 8 = 50k. We set
′7 = 7 + 2 and 
′
8 = 8 + 2.
In both cases, we obtain supergroups Niv of M
i
v such that the load on each directed arc
adjacent to v is 25(k + 2)2. Part (i) of the claim follows.
(ii) Assume that l=(5k)6 for some integer k. If this is not the case, consider a
superset of R of load (5l1=6=5)6.
We construct a superset R′ of R of load l′=(5k + 10)6 as follows. We proceed in
a greedy manner, and at each step associated with a node v, we expand each group of
paths Miv to a supergroup N
i
v so that each arc adjacent to v has full load l
′, and each
group Niv has cardinality which is a multiple of 5
6(k + 2)5.
Consider a step of the algorithm associated with node v. We express the cardinalities
of groups Miv as
|Miv| = 56ik5 + i
for i=1; : : : ; 8 where 06i656k5−1 and 06i6k are integers. Similarly to the proof
of part (i), we can construct groups Niv such that
|Niv| = 56′i(k + 2)5
for i=1; : : : ; 8 where 06′i6k + 2 are integers and |Niv |¿|Miv |.
Claim A.2. Let 5=66t¡1; ¿0 be constants; and R be a set of paths of load l on a
binary tree. There exists a superset R′ of R of load (5l1=6=5+150+10)6 for some
integer 0=O(lt−5=6); such that the cardinality of any non-empty group of paths is
a multiple of 5(5l1=6=5+ 150+ 10)5 and the cardinality of the smallest non-empty
group Miv of paths is at least (5l1=6=5+ 150+ 10)6t .
Proof. Consider a set of paths R of load l on a binary tree. Assume that l=(5k)6
for some integer k and that the cardinality of each group Miv is a multiple of 5
6k5.
If this is not the case, we can use Claim A.1 to construct a superset of R of load
(5l1=6=5+ 10)6 that satis7es this property.
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We will construct a superset R′ of R of load l′=56(k + 30)6 for some positive
integer 0 as follows. We proceed in a greedy manner, and at each step associated with
a node v, we expand each group of paths Miv to a supergroup N
i
v so that each arc
adjacent to v has full load l′, and each group Niv has cardinality which is a multiple
of 56(k + 30)5.
Consider a step of the algorithm associated with node v. We express the cardinalities
of groups Miv as |Miv |=56ik5 for i=1; : : : ; 8 where 06i6k are integers. We will
construct groups Niv such that |Niv |=56′i(k+30)5 for i=1; : : : ; 8 where 06′i6k+20
are integers and |Niv |¿|Miv |.
We consider Scenario I; the proof for Scenario II is symmetric. By setting ′i = i+0
for i=1; 2; : : : ; 6, ′7 = 7 + 20, and 
′
8 = 8 + 20, we obtain supergroups N
i
v of M
i
v
such that the load on each directed arc adjacent to v is 56(k + 30)6. Furthermore, the
cardinality of each group Niv is at least 5
60(k + 30)5.
It is straightforward to verify that there exists a constant c() such that 0¿(k +
30)6t−5 for 0¿c()k6t−5. The claim follows by selecting 0= c()k6t−5.
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